
with also myrthe walking on one side of the novegno and also on a nice path by the

other small walks with livia on my back accompanied by august and miele and later 

through  milan  going  from  the  west  all  the  way  to  the  east  and  back  and  taking 

south of garda lake with myrthe and livia and later with also august taking a walk 

mountains to check my installation and also taking small walks in small villages 

walking around there despite the recent terror attack and finally walking in the 

a walk there exploring a war memorial and also stopping in the pretty strasbourg 

myrthe's relatives before going back to the ardenne on my trip to italy and taking 

livia  and  then  taking  a  few  walks  in  the  ardenne  alone  in  the  rain  and  with 

05129:  "walking a bit in the netherlands both in utrecht and in culemborg with 

tsunami once again striking indonesia"

of  many  deadly  accidents  causing  small  casualties  around  the  world  and  a  big 

still trying to read the news on my phone beside the little reception and reading 

12157:  "a   month   spent   in   the   mountains   quite   disconnected   from   the   world   but 

using my generator to operate some tools in the barn"

breathing  quite  some  bad  air  unable  to  get  the  stove  burning  properly  and  also 

especially getting stuck in the milan traffic and finally back in the mountains 

the ardenne for a weekend with myrthe's relatives and later on my way to italy 

15114: "a month mostly breathing bad air while in the traffic both to drive to 

to my traveling by car but also related to old friends"

settling in the mountains and dreaming again regularly with several dreams related 

night   by   livia   and   then   traveling   and   almost   having   no   dreams   until   finally 

02163: "dreaming quite regularly in the netherlands getting used to be awaken at 

with august and myrthe taking small walks and visiting relatives"

apartment in the mountains to finally take it easy and spend the christmas holiday 

traveling by car all the way to italy trying to work very hard there fixing the 

shortly   to   the   ardenne   for   a   weekend   there   with   myrthe's   family   and   later 

livia and also of my project keeping up painting and drawing but also traveling 

01180:  "a  month  spent  at  the  beginning  in  the  netherlands  taking  good  care  of 

the too warm winter temperature"

complete fog and later experiencing more and more wind in the mountains cooling 

mountains  before  a  period  of  almost  no  wind  also  spent  near  garda  lake  in  the 

leaving   by   car   to   italy   through   germany   and   finding   quite   some   wind   in   the 

18126:  "quite  some  wind  experienced  in  the  ardenne  and  back  in  holland  before 

very nice sunny days while in the mountains"

fog and a humid cold especially going to milan to pick august but finally getting 

experiencing a day of snow and later spending a few days near garda lake with much 

weather  there  stopping  one  night  at  florian  before  reaching  the  mountains  and 

holiday with daily rain and later driving down to germany also finding not so good 

16129:  "quite   bad   winter   weather   especially   going   to   the   ardenne   for   a   small 



13087: "recording my thoughts now in italy walking up and down to the mountain

accidents around the world"

middle east and a scary amount of casualties in central africa and also many small 

reception but managing to gather a few news still reporting on casualties in the 

12158:  "reading   news   only   seldom   being   up   in   the   mountains   with   very   little 

keeping it very simple with large surfaces and yet a good dynamic"

07143:  "painting   executed   back   from   the   christmas   holiday   spent   in   italy   and 

holland through france and meeting some french people on the way while in dijon"

guys from a lower contrada renovating a house there and later traveling back to 

but  also  a  very  intelligent  painter  and  art  teacher  from  schio  and  meeting  two 

woman living in the contrada with her family and a talented artist from bassano 

10120: "folk met again showing my installation in the barn in the mountains like a 

asleep in my back reaching very high heart beats for the effort"

where  to  build  the  cube  in  the  mountains  and  even  doing  so  with  livia  falling 

06117: "working hard now moving stones from the beech trees forest to the square 

hill and reaching very high beats"

front of the barn with august and placing the timbers on my shoulders going up 

finally managing to spend a nice afternoon carrying up the wood from the valley in 

could do and mostly having to be with myrhte who cannot stay alone with livia but 

06116:  "feeling  quite  frustrated  to  be  in  the  mountains  with  a  lot  of  work  i 

prepared for the car to listen in our trip to the ardennes"

listening to myrthe singing dutch baby songs but also listening to the oldies i 

the bathroom and singing many songs for her to try to make her asleep as well as 

03113: "listening to the songs played by livia in her interactive chair while in 

house and later with my parents"

feeling quite happy spending my time alone with livia staying first in gianna's 

feeling only sad to be up in my native village and to see my father relatives and 

but finally taking nice walk with them and feeling very happy to be with august 

then feeling quite frustrated to be unable to work having to be with the family 

04116: "in italy feeling happy at first to be able to work in the mountains but 

including my native highland"

airport  and  also  filming  taking  small  walks  with  the  family  in  the  mountains 

villages south of garda lake and filming also in milan after picking august at the 

reaching the mountains and almost taking no films there but then exploring small 

south  and  filming  again  belgium  around  a  war  memorial  and  in  strasbourg  before 

13170: "filming in holland taking advantage of some sunny days and then traveling 

river crossing valli del pasubio"



field of my installation first alone and then with livia sleeping in my back and

reflecting about my intervention but also about a family crisis experienced with

my mother and recording also while walking in the empty city"


